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With its revolutionary fly-by-wire technology, the C-500 had become the freight airframe of choice.

Until a routine delivery goes horribly wrong. Falling like a stone from six miles up, a brand new

C-500 crashes in central France, killing two pilots aboard. When French officials take over this

highly public investigation, they call in the best there is: they call Frank Jammer Davis. A retired U.S.

Air Force fighter pilot, Davis is part of the NTSB's go-team. With a reputation for getting things

done-and for steamrolling anyone who gets in his way-Davis starts to dig. But just as Davis starts

his investigation, news of the crash is overshadowed by a more spectacular disaster: suicide

bombers attack oil refineries worldwide, sending governments and financial markets into a tailspin.

A relentless Davis keeps investigating, but uncovering the cause of the crash, and its terrifying

connection to this worldwide disaster, reveals a conspiracy of unthinkable proportions-a conspiracy

he might not be able to stop. Jammer Davis won't stop until he gets answers-or until somebody

stops him from getting answers.
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This is a wonderful techno-thriller. It moves right along, the characters are engaging, and has

enough plot twists to keep us interested. I do wish there were more than five stars to give, but, you

really do want to read this book. There is a misuse of the word Ã¢Â€Â˜penultimateÃ¢Â€Â™ in the

book, which I found a little jarring, but the characterÃ¢Â€Â™s thoughts in which the word was used

was an A-hole, so I guess itÃ¢Â€Â™s OK (except he was supposed to be an Ivy League grad, so

one might have expected better, butÃ¢Â€Â¦). At any rate, the book is a top-notch read and I look

forward to seeing more of Jammer Davis and Ward Larsen in the future.

The story was engaging and featured good character development that pulled the reader into the

lives of the major players. Like so many other protagonists in this genre, Davis has personal loss

that creates dynamics reflected in the push-pull of duty vs. family. Davis would seem to have more

in common with Jack Reacher than Harry Bosch or Dave Robicheaux. This was a good escapist

read that I'm following up immediately with the second book in the Jammer Davis series.

Jammer Davis is the right amount of action hero and type-A personality and Ward Larsen gets his

star character into and out of a reasonable and/or believable amount of trouble.This was a

right-sized novel. A well thought out plot delivered with just the right amount of writing allowed this

story to keep moving at a quick pace. I am an average speed reader and finished this book in a

week with little effort.

I read book selections from many genres. In my opinion, based on the large numbers of books I've

read throughout my life, this particular book is an excellent read. It is well worth the cost and time

spent to read it. Excellent and unusual plot which keeps you totally engaged . I will definitely

purchase more books written by Ward Larsen.

"Fly By Wire" by Ward Larsen is a remarkable, entertaining, energizing mystery/thriller story with

ample amounts of chaos, breathtaking tension, and a wonderful writing style that separates Larsen

from his peers in this genre. Larsen's ability to keep you engaged ranks him among the best I've

ever read. If you enjoy kick-butt, take no prisoner protagonists then you are going to love Jammer

Davis. He's heroic, erudite, tenacious, and likeable. The incredible and surprising ending will put a

smile on your face. After you read this story you will stand up and cheer and probably call your

friends to recommend they read it too so you can share in the celebration that extraordinary



storylines bring to all of us. (5+stars). Enjoy and READ ON...

Jammer Davis is an unruly force to be reckoned with. Intelligent and fair, he won't put up with crap

from anybody. He is on the team investigating the crash of a new flying wing cargo jet. Of course

there were bad people involved. This was an exciting story and I'm looking forward to the next

Jammer book.Richard Ruppel

This is the first book I have read in a three book series by Ward Larsen. This author sort of starts off

slow, then the story deepens and finally ramps up. The character, Jammer Davis is interesting but

not your usual main hero in a book. I liked this story and there is some real twists at the end. Enjoy!

Very interesting, suspenseful and a reality. Having said that, I am Muslim, so I hate to see this

wonderful religion marred by the very few that would ever do this. In the end, it was never about

religion, just greed by mostly non-Muslims. Please keep writing, Mr. Larsen. I will definitely be a fan.
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